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Summer Comes to an End
New Secretary

Water Quality and Water Levels

fter over ten years of devoted service
to the water district, Doris Hoelscher
has decided that it is time to retire.
Doris started working for the water district back
in March of 2004. She has seen the district
through a lot of growth and has been the pleasant
voice greeting you on the other end of the
telephone or as you enter the office for many
years. Her service to the district has been most
appreciated and her absence will be felt.
Stepping in to take over as secretary is Teresa
Roberts. Teresa was a substitute teacher for
Veribest school prior to replacing Doris. She is a
very welcomed addition to the office and has
been catching on famously!

nce a year we gather thirty samples
from selected wells in the district and
run general chemistry analyses on
each in order to observe the water quality in the
selected area. This year water samples were
taken mostly from Runnels county. The results
from this year’s water quality analysis basically
confirmed results from previous years which is
nothing out of the ordinary. The results usually
showed high amounts of total dissolved solids
and water hardness. The owner of each well
receives a detailed printout of the lab results after
the analysis has been completed. Just a reminder,
district constituents can give us a call and request
water analysis at anytime.
The summertime is the time of year when
water levels drop the lowest as we usually do not
receive much precipitation and there is much
irrigation taking place. The rains from memorial
day weekend helped recharge the aquifer just
before the heat of summer came upon us and this
helped keep water levels from plummeting by
August. Last year, September and October were
good months for rain. Let us hope that things will
be the same as last year in that respect as we are
still in need of much rain.
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Summer Training
This summer I spent six weeks in
Kalamazoo, Michigan attending a hydrogeology
field course on the campus of Western Michigan
University. The course enabled me to get a lot of
hands on experience with many types of
instruments and data processing software. There
were six one week modules included in the
course which involved geophysics, water
sampling methods, aquifer testing, well drilling,
and remediation design and implementation.
Needless to say I bring back from Michigan new
knowledge that will benefit my work here at the
water district.
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Fall Issue

Conservation Corner:
1. Never put water down the drain when there may
be another use for it such as watering a plant or
garden, or cleaning.
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11. When washing dishes by hand, fill one sink or
basin with soapy water. Quickly rinse under a
slow-moving stream from the faucet.
12. Store drinking water in the refrigerator rather
than letting the tap run every time you want a
cool glass of water.

2. Verify that your home is leak-free, because many
homes have hidden water leaks. Read your water
meter before and after a two-hour period when no
water is being used. If the meter does not read
exactly the same, there is a leak.

13. Do not use running water to thaw meat or other
frozen foods. Defrost food overnight in the
refrigerator or by using the defrost setting on
your microwave.

3. Repair dripping faucets by replacing washers. If
your faucet is dripping at the rate of one drop per
second, you can expect to waste 2,700 gallons
per year which will add to the cost of water and
sewer utilities, or strain your septic system.

14. Kitchen sink disposals require lots of water to
operate properly. Start a compost pile as an
alternate method of disposing food waste instead
of using a garbage disposal. Garbage disposals
also can add 50% to the volume of solids in a
septic tank which can lead to malfunctions and
maintenance problems.

4. Check for toilet tank leaks by adding food
coloring to the tank. If the toilet is leaking, color
will appear within 30 minutes. Check the toilet
for worn out, corroded or bent parts. Most
replacement parts are inexpensive, readily
available and easily installed. (Flush as soon as
test is done, since food coloring may stain tank.)
5. Avoid flushing the toilet unnecessarily. Dispose
of tissues, insects and other such waste in the
trash rather than the toilet.
6. Take shorter showers. Replace you showerhead
with an ultra-low-flow version. Some units are
available that allow you to cut off the flow
without adjusting the water temperature knobs.
7. Use the minimum amount of water needed for a
bath by closing the drain first and filling the tub
only 1/3 full. Stopper tub before turning water.
The initial burst of cold water can be warmed by
adding hot water later.
8. Don't let water run while shaving or washing
your face. Brush your teeth first while waiting for
water to get hot, then wash or shave after filling
the basin.
9. Retrofit all wasteful household faucets by
installing aerators with flow restrictors.
10. Operate automatic dishwashers and clothes
washers only when they are fully loaded or
properly set the water level for the size of load
you are using.

15. Consider installing an instant water heater on
your kitchen sink so you don't have to let the
water run while it heats up. This will reduce
heating costs for your household.
16. Insulate your water pipes. You'll get hot water
faster plus avoid wasting water while it heats up.
17. Never install a water-to-air heat pump or airconditioning system. Air-to-air models are just as
efficient and do not waste water.
18. Install water softening systems only when
necessary. Save water and salt by running the
minimum amount of regenerations necessary to
maintain water softness. Turn softeners off while
on vacation.
19. Check your pump. If you have a well at your
home, listen to see if the pump kicks on and off
while the water is not in use. If it does, you have
a leak.
20. When adjusting water temperatures, instead of
turning water flow up, try turning it down. If the
water is too hot or cold, turn the offender down
rather than increasing water flow to balance the
temperatures.

